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Good day everyone,
Conditions remain excellent in the watershed.
Lake level remains very close to maximum authorized lake level, very close to the rule curve.
Weather forecast has rainfall in coming 7 days indicated but at 1 mm each day, very little rainfall expected in town of Lake Cowichan.
With the counting fence now installed and with Chinook already observed passing through the fence, we know the Chinook are in the bay and
entering the river.
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada in coordination with Cowichan Tribes are guiding improved conditions for the Chinook this year, given
so much water in the lake.
Unless something unexpected happens to change plans, beginning on Friday at about noon, guidance will be provided to raise the flow rate in the
Cowichan River.
The base flow guidance for the Cowichan is a minimum of 7.08 cms releasing from the lake during the dry season.
Beginning on August 28th, due to high lake level, river flow was raised to 7.5 cms.
With a flow of 7.5 cms, lake level has dropped consistently with the rule curve and remains very close to the rule curve at this time.
Beginning on September 16th, the flow from Cowichan Lake will be increased to 10 cms and held there for as long as possible.
With the higher flow of 10 cms, the rate of decline in lake level will increase until rainfall arrives and changes things.
I have provided the standard trends below to help illustrate this condition.
I have added the “Flow Guide” chart to illustrate what could happen with lake level, if the weather remains dry.
The weather is not expected to remain dry but if it does, the flow guide chart below also provides guidance of when to again reduce river flows to
ensure we don’t run out of water before fall rainfall returns.
The black dash line shows lake level at a continued 7.5 cms and the lighter colour dash line for condition of 10 cms release from lake if the weather
were to remain dry.
The weather is expected to be wet in coming month.
My weekly updates will continue until this dry season has fully ended with rainfall back and lake off control and all gates 100% open.
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Regards,
Brian Houle
Manager, Environment
Catalyst Crofton
250-246-6236
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